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1 Introduction 
EMI Cambodia is pleased to provide this conceptual erosion mitigation plan for Garden 
Home. The purpose of this report is to reiterate the scope of work and to document the 
notes from the site visit including site conditions and conversations with Garden Home. 
This report will also provide a brief explanation of the erosion mitigation plan, a cost 
estimate, and recommendations.  
 
1.1 Ministry Overview 

Garden Home was founded in 1998 to meet the physical and spiritual needs of many 
orphans. Garden Home operates 32 orphanages with about 1500 children. 
 
1.2 Scope of Work     

EMI Cambodia was contracted to complete the following as per the proposal signed 
October 26, 2018:  
 

1. On-site consultation by a civil engineer and engineering intern to assess the 
current erosion damage and provide a plan to mitigate further erosion of the 
riverbank on the north side of the site. 

2. Meetings with potential local contractors and review the erosion mitigation plan. 
3. An estimate of construction costs for fundraising purposes. 

 
Exclusions included: 
 

1. Directing or supervision of construction labourers. 
2. Creation of detailed construction documents. 
3. Geotechnical analysis.  

 
2 Site Visit and Site Conditions 
EMI Cambodia spent 3 days at the Garden Home site. During the site visit, EMI Cambodia 
walked the property and along the edge of the riverbank with the Director of Garden 
Home, assessing the severity of the erosion. Approximately 700 feet of the riverbank is 
eroding and the water levels in the river have been higher than normal due to a dam 
upstream of the property. EMI Cambodia visited the site during the dry season therefore 
the water level was low. The director mentioned that in the wet season, the water level 
rises to 4-6 inches below the existing top of the bank and estimated the water level during 
the dry season is about 10 feet deep.   
 
2.1 Significant Erosion near the Coffee Shop 

EMI Cambodia identified the approximately 80 feet of riverbank directly behind of the 
Coffee Shop as a critical area because erosion is occurring from both the river flow and 
poor drainage and it is the only section of riverbank where a building is at risk of toppling 
(see Photo 1). The Coffee Shop building is a simple concrete slab and roof structure with 
no electricity or plumbing. It has two sinks where the water poured into the sinks drains 
directly outside the building, causing more erosion. The rest of the eroding riverbank is a 
steep edge from the top of the bank to the water surface indicating that the erosion is 
mostly only occurring from the flow of the river, as seen in Photo 2.  
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Photo 1 Riverbank eroding near Coffee Shop building (looking upstream) 

 

 
Photo 2 Riverbank eroding – near vertical drop from top of bank to water  

2.2 Scouring 

EMI Cambodia noticed significant surface scouring, as seen in Photo 3, near the Coffee 
Shop building. The director mentioned these holes were new since they’ve built the 
concrete road through the property in the last two years. Some scour holes were as big 
as 5 feet by 2 feet and 1-2 feet deep.  
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Photo 3 Scouring from surface water runoff on top of the riverbank 

 
2.3 Additional Conversations about the Site 

During the conversations that EMI Cambodia had while on site with The director, it was 
understood that the river has never over toppled the river bank but that the water levels 
are quite high. The director also mentioned that the property experiences some flooding 
but the buildings haven’t been flooded. After the site visit, during conversations regarding 
the site and the issues, it was Annie’s understanding that flooding is an issue in addition 
to the erosion.  
 
3 Erosion Mitigation Plan 
While the EMI Cambodia team was on site, they met with a local engineer and contractor 
and established an erosion mitigation plan that would suit the local context. The use of 
gabion baskets was suggested, however, the contractor mentioned that gabion baskets 
are mostly used for aesthetic purposes and not typically used to stabilize a bank.   
 
As shown in the attached drawing set (C0-C4), the mitigation plan is to cut back the 
riverbank and build a benched slope using 6-9” diameter rocks. The rocks will be 
underlain with a compacted gravel and/or sand material, which will be underlain with a 
non-woven geotextile fabric. The toe of the slope will consist of 3” diameter bakau piles 
and a hexagonal chain link fence. 
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Although this design involves cutting back more of the riverbank, the 1.5-2H:1V slope 
lined with rocks provides a more stable riverbank and also safer access to the river. This 
solution will also widen the river, which will decrease the water level in this area and limit 
the potential for the river from overtopping the bank.  
 
Additional detailed design is required prior to construction.  
 

4 Cost Estimate 
New Horizon provided a cost estimate for the construction of the recommended 
revetment design.  The estimated cost to complete the revetment is approximately 
$250,000 USD (including taxes). No other quotes were obtained at this time; however, 
EMI Cambodia recommends obtaining quotes from at least two other construction 
companies in the Yangon area before beginning construction.  
 

5 Recommendations 
The scope of work and the attached drawings are a plan to mitigate further erosion. This 
revetment design will not solve any on-site flooding or scouring. In order to solve any 
flooding on the property, additional drainage and some grading would be required to 
direct the water away from buildings and into a channel in order to prevent sheet flow 
from occurring (which causes the scouring and further erosion).  
 
EMI Cambodia would recommend starting with building a drainage ditch along the edge 
of the new concrete road and extending the output of the drainage pipes from the Coffee 
Shop sinks so that the end of the pipe overhangs well into the river. The output of the 
drainage pipe is currently directly outside of the Coffee Shop with evidence of erosion.  
 
At this time, EMI Cambodia recommends gathering more information regarding the 
extent, severity, and frequency of flooding at the Garden Home site. The risk of flooding 
and potential damage should be considered in order to better assess the feasibility of 
conducting a survey and a more detailed drainage plan.  
 
6 Closing 
In closing, EMI Cambodia would like to thank all the staff at Garden Home for their kind 
hospitality. It was an honour and blessing to witness their love and care for the orphans 
in, trusting God every step of the way. Thank you! 
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